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B O B D E H AV E N : M I C R O S O F T

Broadcasting is changing – and fast. Gone are the days
where a family sits down to watch TV in their living
room from 7.30-11pm. Today’s audiences are increasingly viewing content when and where they want, and
broadcasters are having to adapt accordingly.
In the following pages find out how next generation
technologies are paving the way for the future of content delivery, helping the media industry to better
connect and interact with audiences the world over.

F E AT U R E

Get ready for

the future of

broadcasting
Tony Emerson outlines how Microsoft is helping broadcasters to
meet the needs of a new generation of audience

A

report in The Independent recently covered
a 2015 Microsoft consumer study on the
impact of digital lifestyles on attention span.
“In 2000, the average attention span was 12 seconds, but this has now fallen to just 8. The goldfish
is believed to be able to maintain a solid 9,” it said.
It’s worth bearing this in mind when thinking
about the future of broadcasting. What’s for sure is
that the future isn’t about primetime viewers watching TV from 8-11pm daily. It’s not about a family
viewing together in the lounge. It’s not about a
season of new programmes released in September.
And it’s not about advertisers creating blanket campaigns for a broad general market, or even about
them creating creepy targeted advertising.
In my opinion, the future of broadcasting revolves
around a number of key trends that we are witnessing as a result of working with some of the biggest
companies in the industry.
The first of these trends is the ability to reach
totally new audiences. Take Fuji TV, for example. The company has selected Microsoft’s Azure
Cloud to deliver cloud-based live streaming
securely and globally. The results have been
impressive. It has achieved availability 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year and has found that it can
reach a much wider audience by delivering content on a number of devices.
NBC is another example. It has found that millennials typically spend 34% of TV time online
– triple the rate of non-millennials. With this in
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mind it is leveraging the cloud to provision new
digital channels and reach new audiences.
Another trend we’re seeing is the ability for broadcasters to better capitalise on existing rights. The
Sochi Winter Olympics is a case in point here. It is
working with five broadcasters across 22 counties
to ensure it gets a proper return on its investment in
rights for broadcasting sport. The numbers are tremendous. At the US vs Canada semi-final hockey
game, for example, it achieved 2.1 million viewers.
Unlocking new niche markets is also important – and this has been exemplified by the Next
Generation Sports Network (NGSN). Recently
the company acquired the broadcasting rights
for seven European and South American soccer
leagues. NGSN plans to deliver the games live
and on-demand through its website and expand
worldwide. Using Microsoft Azure as its platform,
NGSN built a scalable solution that can not only
serve millions of subscribers when it’s game time,
but also supports the entire video workflow from
end to end – essentially a broadcast and production facility in the cloud, including live ingestion and commentary, live encoding, live and
on-demand broadcasting, and user apps for iOS,
Android, Windows Mobile, Xbox and more.
Getting closer to the audience is a further trend
– and as simple as this may sound, it’s a challenge
for broadcasters who historically have served a
largely anonymous audience and did not know
much about that audience. At the same time,

With Azure available in
24 regions worldwide,
Microsoft is growing its
cloud capacity enabling
broadcasters to stay
ahead of the curve

MEDIA

broadcasters will find themselves competing
against popular entertainment and sports ‘brands’
like actors, bands, athletes, and sports clubs, who
set up their own online video offerings which
sometimes attract more viewers than the broadcasters’ entertainment and sports coverage. A
good example for this is Real Madrid. The world’s
biggest sports franchise owns a wealth of content
– recording of their past games and club events –
and set up a website to make this available to fans.
It also analysed social media data and discovered
a surprising truth – just 5% of its followers were
based in Spain! To meet the needs of its global
fan base it has since created an app to connect to
its fans, and provide them with relevant content.
(Read more about this in the following pages).
Austrian broadcaster ORF and the European
Broadcasting Union, meanwhile were able to stand
up the entire infrastructure for the vastly popular Eurovision Song Contest, which is broadcast
across 45 networks and reaches 200 million people worldwide, using the Microsoft Cloud. Using
Office 365, Yammer and Microsoft Azure for the
back-end infrastructure, ORF and EBU delivered
apps for audience voting online, supported more
than 1,700 journalists covering the event, and connected hundreds of volunteers along with countless TV stations and other partners.
Using social sentiment to get better insight is
another area where we’re witnessing rapid uptake.
Sky, for example, is analysing social network

activity to decide when to switch out of a programme for an advert. We’re increasingly seeing
solutions such as that from IMGROUP, a Hitachi
Consulting company, which can leverage data
from social networks to analyse viewership and
determine which audiences – age groups, genders, income brackets – have been watching a certain programme, and what kind of social media
resonance that programme is creating. During a
political debate, for example, IMGROUP is able
to analyse spikes in activity on Facebook and
Twitter around certain keywords and perform
sentiment analysis on those comments.
With all this in mind, there’s no question that
innovation in broadcasting is happening right
now, and that the way we consume media content
is changing too. Microsoft is working hard to enable broadcasters to stay ahead of the curve. We’re
spending between US$4 billion and US$4.5 billion
a year on growing our cloud capacity and today
Azure is available in 24 regions around the world
– that’s more than Amazon and Google combined.
Broadcasters historically have taken years or
months to create and instrument new live digital
channels. Azure Media Services Live Streaming
makes this happen in weeks or days and gives content owners the opportunity to scale or add capabilities in minutes to meet market demands.
Tony Emerson is managing director of the
worldwide media and cable industry at Microsoft
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Bringing Real Madrid
closer to 450 million fans
Microsoft’s cloud technology helps to transform how one of the
world’s biggest football clubs interacts with its worldwide fan base

S

panish football club Real Madrid boasts
more than 450 million loyal fans worldwide.
However, until recently, it had no way to directly engage with each individual, whether they
were cheering the team at Santiago Bernabéu
Stadium, watching a match on TV, or researching
their favourite players via the official website.
Building on its long-term Microsoft partnership,
Real Madrid engaged Microsoft Services to develop a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) solution using
Microsoft Azure and Office 365. Microsoft also
built a consumer-facing interactive mobile app on
its .NET Framework and Visual Studio 2013.
Real Madrid’s PaaS solution is centred around
the fan engagement platform, which is hosted on
Microsoft Office 365 based on Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online, Dynamics Marketing and Power BI. The platform stores every fan interaction,
profile update and online merchandise purchases
and uses Microsoft Social Engagement to analyse social media posts referencing Real Madrid.
Meanwhile the extended video platform, which is
hosted on Azure Media Services, uses Azure Media Player to deliver video content to fans.
All aspects of Microsoft’s cloud solution, including the cross-platform mobile apps and supporting web services, use Azure SQL Database, Azure
HDInsight and Visual Studio Application Insights
to provide telemetry data about how fans interact
with the app. This data can be surfaced via Power
BI to improve operations.
Now that Real Madrid can capture information about fans’ personal preferences and previous interactions, it can customise promotional
campaigns to drive revenue. For example, when
fans check in at a match, the club can send a personalised QR code for an in-stadium offer. Plus,
the club can proactively deliver relevant content
straight to each fan.
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Real Madrid can now
interact with individual
fans and share the
information that’s most
relevant to them

“We can create a one-to-one relationship with
fans worldwide with Microsoft’s solution, connecting this huge community of people and making the experience of being a supporter of Real
Madrid much better,” says José Ángel Sánchez,
CEO of Real Madrid. “Our goal is to profile all our
supporters and understand who they are to give
them what they want from us, such as exclusive
content, and bring them closer to the club.”
Looking ahead, Real Madrid plans to use Azure
Machine Learning to work directly with coaches to
track the status of players and predict seat prices.
“Microsoft Azure is helping us rebuild and reinterpret our business in a way that makes it possible for us and our fans to do things that used
to be impossible,” says Sánchez. “It’s a complete
disruption of the business model that football has
had over the past 15 to 20 years.”

We can help your people collaborate
wherever they are.
To compete in today’s world, you need your people to be able to connect, collaborate
and work seamlessly, wherever they are. Whether they’re on a PC, laptop, tablet or
smartphone – yours or theirs.
So IT has got to perform anywhere, any time. But at the same time, it’s got to make
financial sense, be secure and work seamlessly.
Working together we can benefit you and your customer.

Follow us @BTletstalk
Find out more at:

www.bt.com/artofconnecting

PROFILED: SES

Creating confidence
Veeam is delivering a new level of availability and VM backup for
communications solution provider SES

S

erving many of the largest broadcast, media and telecommunication companies in
the world, SES aims to create the most reliable, innovative and preeminent satellite-based
solutions to satisfy global demand for unlimited
connectivity, information and entertainment.
The company’s portfolio of satellite and integrated connectivity services are delivered on a
high-performing, global infrastructure. Most of
the critical systems that support these services
are spread across thousands of virtual machines
in six global data centres.
“IT supports every part of our business from
office work to satellite management; therefore,
we have an IT infrastructure based on high
availability,” said Dominique Docquier, system
engineer at SES. “We use an active/active model for
servers and storage, enabling us to move any service
between data centres without disruption. If our critical virtualised systems aren’t continuously available
such as satellite scheduling, we can’t serve our customers at the level we intend.”
When slow VM backup and recovery jeopardised the satellite scheduling system, SES looked
for a new availability solution.
“To restore a VM we had to import a backup job,
run catalog discovery and then recover the VM,”
Docquier explained. “This procedure could take
hours, which is precious time when you’re waiting
for a server to be restored – you can’t waste that
kind of time in an emergency situation. The other
problem we faced was backup failure. Each day,
at least one backup job was unsuccessful, which
limited our number of recovery points.”
SES was also seeing a vast proliferation of data,
which had tripled in the space of two years due to
acquisitions and the virtualisation of more data.
In order to face these challenges, SES deployed
Veeam Backup & Replication, which helps ensure 24/7 availability of critical virtualised systems, including satellite scheduling.
“With Veeam we know we can meet every
recovery time objectives and recovery point
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objectives in our service level agreements,” said
Docquier. “We have a high level of confidence
in Veeam because it excels in disaster recovery
(DR) tests each year.”
The goal of SES’s DR tests is to ensure all applications can be run from another data centre
following storage-level replication and transfer
of backup copies. Veeam offers several highspeed restore features that streamline recovery
for SES – all from a regular backup. Instant VM
Recovery restarts a failed VM, Instant File-Level
Recovery restores guest operating system files
and folders and Veeam Explorer for Microsoft
SQL Server recovers application items.
SES has also deployed Veeam Management Pack
(MP) for System Center, which integrates seamlessly with Microsoft System Center. This helps
provide complete visibility of SES’s physical, virtual
and backup infrastructures from a single console.
“We learn about issues before they affect our
1,700 users, and Veeam MP offers options for
quick resolution,” he explained. “The biggest
benefit we get with Veeam MP is accurate, timely
information, and the biggest benefit we get with
Veeam Backup & Replication is fast, reliable
backup and recovery to meet SLAs and support
our DR efforts. Combining the two solutions
makes us more confident in the availability of
our virtualised systems than ever before.”

Through its
reliable and secure
communications
solutions, satellite
operator SES enriches
the lives of billions of
people worldwide
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C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

A new digital game
deltatre’s Play Sports desktop and mobile app solution has transformed the
way Telenet’s Belgium-based subscribers view sports online

M

ore sports fans are delving into digital
media to access sports information that
complements their standard TV viewing. Understanding the need to enhance the viewing experience for its subscribers, Belgium-based
broadband cable provider Telenet decided to revamp its desktop and mobile offering.
With this aim in mind, Telenet turned to global
sport digital and broadcast market leader deltatre,
which developed a one-stop-shop solution that
manages all operational challenges to deliver a
fulfilling sports viewing experience. deltatre managed all aspects of the solution, from encoding to
design, statistics integration and live support.
Successfully launched in July 2015, the Play
Sports desktop and mobile app solution delivers
high-quality editorial and video content that can
be seamlessly consumed on multiple devices by
end users. Designed as a hub offering premium
live and video-on-demand content, Play Sports
covers a large range of sports, including football,
basketball, golf, Formula One and more.
Play Sports was built on deltatre’s Diva and
Forge solutions. Diva is a sports video-player that
synchronises real-time data and video streaming
to enhance the viewing experience. Using Diva,
viewers can interact with live data layers, switch
viewing angles using the m
 ulti-angle and quad-

“Play Sports is a
great example of
the new way we
will all soon be
enjoying digital
sports broadcast
coverage”

view camera options, review key game highlights,
and access statistics, social media feeds and live
updates. Forge is a proprietary sport-specific content management system that enables editorial
content, audio and live commentary to be published online in real time.
Microsoft’s Azure Cloud Platform for Video
CDN, storage and transcoding also plays a key
role, helping Telenet to create an abundance of
opportunities for viewers to watch games and
other sports content online.
“Play Sports is a great example of the new way
we will all soon be enjoying and experiencing
digital sports broadcast coverage,” says Michael
Beal, managing director of Microsoft Belgium
and Luxembourg.
Play Sports, which currently provides viewers
with nine sports channels that can be accessed
24/7, represents an innovative sports offering for
Telenet’s subscribers in Belgium. However, the
greatest endorsement has come from users who
have awarded Play Sports a four-out-of-five-star
rating in app stores.
“Sports-watching habits evolve rapidly and in
different directions, and we are thrilled to have
met such needs with a model fit for the digital
world of sports media consumption,” says John
Porter, CEO at Telenet.

Built using deltatre’s
Diva and Forge
solutions, Telenet’s
Play Sports delivers
interactive content to
multiple devices
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Future functionality.
Available now
COBOL is Mobile
Core business applications are what helps the successful IT organization keep going.
But organizations modernizing their core systems hit fast forward. They enable innovation
and open the door to almost limitless future possibilities. The key is choosing the right path
to modernization.

Microsoft and Micro Focus – application
modernization partners
• Deliver modern, mobile business applications from well-established code.
• Use modern tooling and technology to achieve new returns on
application investments.
• Bring the power of Visual Studio to COBOL application development,
the next generation toolset for enterprise applications.
• Deploy to the widest choice of platforms including Windows, .NET,
Mobile and the Azure Cloud.

Start a new era of innovation.
Your journey begins with a single click.
www.microfocus.com/COBOLisMobile

